Character Profile in “Little Women”

1. Jo : The first major character second daughter in March family. She is a tomboy girl.

2. Meg : The first daughter in March family. She is plum and beautiful.

3. Beth : Beth is calm girl in March family. She is shy, and adore playing the piano.

4. Amy : Amy is the youngest of March family. She is selfish and spoiled.

5. Mrs. March : The mother of four sisters. She is the guide of the family.

6. Mr. March : He is soldier for the north in the civil war. Mr. March is the family’s spiritual guide.

7. Laurie : He is grandson of Mr. Laurence. He is sensitive, and quickly to temper.

8. Mr. Laurence : the rich next door neighbor to the March family.


10. Aunt March : She is an old rich woman.